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Our favorite exorcist, Gabriele Amorth, the Roman priest, was probably home watching the footie last November when the judge 
in a Long Island murder trial had to decide whether to permit testimony by the accused's family that his lover -- the ex-wife of the 
victim -- was a witch.  

That would be the long-running trial of Daniel Pelosi, an electrician, who was convicted of bludgeoning multimillionaire investment 
banker Theodore Ammon to death in the latter's mansion. Pelosi was having an affair with the victim's estranged wife, Generosa, 
and the murder was seen as a way to get at the victim's money. Pelosi's family members, who were testifying for the prosecution, 
seemed to have believed that Generosa had supernatural powers. (The New York Times, Nov. 5, 2004, p. B4, and Nov. 8, 2004, 
p. B5.)  

Pelosi's lawyer, Gerald Shargel, a prominent criminal defense lawyer who normally represents Mafiosi, brought up witchcraft to 
discredit Pelosi's sister, who was appearing as a prosecution witness. He argued that the witchcraft stories showed the witnesses' 
bias against his client, among other things. The prosecution prevailed on the evidentiary point. State Supreme Court Justice 
Robert Doyle barred Shargel from quizzing Pelosi's sister about her family's belief that Generosa cast a hex on them. Pelosi 
received the maximum sentence for second-degree murder.  

Readers who are worried that there might be demonically possessed ex-wives (not to mention dangerous electricians) loose on 
Long Island can be reassured that the Church is doing something about the problem. The Pontifical Academy Regina 
Apostolorum, a Vatican- recognized university in Rome, has started a course to teach priests and seminarians what makes people 
turn to the occult. Teachers include psychologists and a criminologist in addition to exorcists. (The New York Times, Feb. 18, 
2005, p. A7.)  

The academy wants to clear up misconceptions about exorcism. An exorcist who is teaching there, Gabriele Nanni, advised 
students not to perform exorcisms on people they suspect of having psychological problems. Students, who included at least one 
American, were advised not to act, and to confine their tools to a crucifix. "All contact with the occult and the esoteric is extremely 
dangerous," Father Nanni said, in the presence of reporters. Signs of demonic possession include superhuman strength -- a factor 
in the excluded hearsay in the Pelosi case -- and speaking in tongues.  

Italy already has 400 exorcists, and in 1999, the Vatican issued new guidelines for exorcism (the first since 1614) recommending 
resorting to modern psychiatry in some cases. (The Pope himself is believed to have performed an exorcism in 1982.) So what is 
really going on? A bunch of accused ritual killers are going on trial in Italy. Seems that their problem was that they made up their 
own version of Satanism, rather than joining one of the established, government-monitored Satanic sects.  

We keep saying that federal judges are not exorcists. Yet policymakers working on drafts to codify the economic substance 
doctrine now seem to want the doctrine, and judges, to miraculously cure all the evils of the world -- even the evils that are 
amenable to a relatively straightforward substantive statutory correction.  

Like the Italians, Washington's policymakers are in a panic about recent court cases. Recently, federal judges have been refusing 
to perform what they see as unnecessary exorcisms. (TIFD III-E Inc. v. U.S. (Castle Harbour), Doc 2004-21384 [PDF], 2004 TNT 
214-17 , Black & Decker Corp. v. U.S., Doc 2004-20866 [PDF], 2004 TNT 207- 13 , and Coltec Industries v. U.S., Doc 2004-
21316 [PDF], 2004 TNT 214-16 .)  

Federal judges have been sending the message that the economic substance doctrine is not a freestanding all-purpose answer to 
everything that the IRS does not like. It is a doctrine of statutory interpretation that says that the taxpayer is not entitled to the 
benefit of the statute that it seeks to abuse, even if it has a technical argument for the result. Even the IRS chief counsel, who 
spends his public appearances railing against tax shelters, acknowledges that this is the proper reading of when to apply the 
economic substance doctrine. (Doc 2005-1540 [PDF] or 2005 TNT 16- 22 .)  

The Joint Committee on Taxation staff has favored us with a new statutory draft of the economic substance doctrine as part of a 
comprehensive list of revenue raisers. (Yes, it's that time once again, as Republicans spend America into oblivion.) This article will 
explain that the JCT staff version of the economic substance doctrine should not be enacted because it is so narrow as to be 
meaningless, despite the good intentions of the drafters. What was that old saying about the road to hell? (Joint Committee on 



Taxation, Options to Improve Tax Compliance and Reform Tax Expenditures, JCS-02-05 (Jan. 27, 2005), Doc 2005-1714 [PDF] 
or 2005 TNT 18-18 .)  

Plenty of congressional aides have a free copy of this magazine and no time to read this article. (Staple your own cover page over 
it and present it to your boss as a memo.) So here it is in a nutshell: Don't enact the JCT staff version of the economic substance 
doctrine. Go back to the drawing board. Do boring substantive things like an income-stripping rule.  

 
Where We Are Now 

 
The various circuits have different, and often unsatisfactory, versions of the economic substance test that grew out of the easy tax 
shelter cases of the previous era, which featured overvaluations, unenforceable nonrecourse debt, and occasionally out-and-out 
fraud. (For discussion, see Doc 2001-23054 [PDF] or 2001 TNT 171-4 .) 

Rice's Toyota World v. Commissioner, 81 T.C. 184 (1983), affirmed in part and reversed in part, 752 F.2d 89 (4th Cir. 1985), is the 
foundation of the economic substance test used by many circuits. It was an equipment leasing case that featured facts that were 
so bad for the taxpayer that the court was able to base a decision in favor of the government on Frank Lyon v. U.S., 435 U.S. 561 
(1978).  

Frank Lyon can be read to stand for the proposition that the form chosen by the parties will be respected as long as the parties' 
actions are consistent with that form. The Supreme Court was impressed by the presence of an unrelated third party in the deal; 
the case was a precursor of the unrelated party accommodation that features in modern shelters. Frank Lyon is wrong and is 
based on a false premise. (For discussion, see Tax Notes, July 23, 2001, box on p. 471.)  

Rice's Toyota World established a two-part alternative test: subjective business purpose, which translates as a nontax purpose, or 
objective profit motive, which translates as a "reasonable possibility of a profit." The court usually states those tests in the 
negative. In Rice's Toyota World, the Fourth Circuit stated, "To treat a transaction as a sham, the court must find that the taxpayer 
was motivated by no business purposes other than obtaining tax benefits in entering the transaction, and that the transaction has 
no economic substance because no reasonable possibility of a profit exists."  

The Fourth Circuit stated that the economic substance inquiry "requires an objective determination of whether a reasonable 
possibility of profit from the transaction existed apart from tax benefits." A "reasonable possibility of profit" is a very low standard, 
but such were the tax shelter scams of the late 1970s that they did not even meet that low standard. Although for the Fourth 
Circuit the business purpose part of the sham inquiry was just a subjective test of intent, the court relied on the same factual 
findings for both the subjective and objective inquiries. That is, there had to be objective evidence demonstrating the taxpayer's 
subjective intent.  

Rice's Toyota World established a very lenient profit test, which is why some advocates of economic substance legislation wanted 
to raise the standard to that of Sheldon v. Commissioner, 94 T.C. 738 (1990), which asks for a certain level of profit by comparing 
profit to tax benefits. Castle Harbour didn't have the slightest profit potential, so the taxpayer's lawyers had to work to get the 
judge to ignore Sheldon.  

Castle Harbour also shows the dangers of the disjunctive Rice's Toyota World test. It's very easy for a sophisticated taxpayer to 
pass, even if the arrangement in question has a snowball's chance of a pretax profit. This alternative test is the law in the Second, 
Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth circuits.  

In the Second Circuit Court of Appeals, to which Castle Harbour can be appealed, the economic substance test is disjunctive. 
Under Gilman v. Commissioner, 933 F.2d 143 (2d Cir. 1991), cert. denied, 502 U.S. 1031 (1992), the taxpayer must show either a 
business purpose or a profit potential, both of which must be shown by objective evidence. But tax avoidance purpose is 
irrelevant, which is not a good thing, because it keeps motive out of evidence.  

In Castle Harbour, the taxpayer had no profit potential and a flimsy business purpose. How did it succeed? The taxpayer put a 
gaggle of leasing business guys on the stand to assert subjective business purpose. The taxpayer convinced the court that Castle 
Harbour was a tax-efficient reorganization of a business, like UPS of America, Inc. v. Commissioner, 254 F.3d 1014 (11th Cir. 
2001), not a put-on shelter. It wasn't a real business deal, but a shelter appended on to a real business that previously offered 
considerable shelter all by itself before it crossed over. (For discussion, see Doc 2005-99 [PDF] or 2005 TNT 1-3 .)  

Only in the Third Circuit, which decided ACM Partnership v. Commissioner, 157 F.3d 231 (3d Cir. 1998), cert. denied 526 U.S. 
1017 (1999), is there a tight enough test to address sophisticated financial tax shelters. It would be nice if that were the test 
everywhere, but it isn't. Describing that test is the goal of those who would enact a statutory economic substance doctrine.  

Ideally, a statutory economic substance test would follow the Third Circuit's stated test in ACM. In the Third Circuit, the economic 
substance doctrine has three components: (1) the objective expected profit test, which is the test of Sheldon; (2) the subjective 
business purpose test, which is the test of Gregory; and (3) what your correspondent calls the risk to investment test, but what the 
judge called the "meaningful change to the taxpayer's economic position."  



The Third Circuit said that it was not applying Sheldon in determining the expected profit in ACM but, as a practical matter, it was 
doing just that. When ACM complained that the Tax Court had underestimated its potential profit, the Third Circuit responded that 
even a more generous estimate would still have produced a nominal expected profit that would not have survived the Sheldon 
test. The court also made references to profit motive that hark back to Sheldon, which was the first decision to apply profit motive 
standards to a tax shelter.  

The business purpose test should be the lost opportunity test spelled out by Tax Court Judge David Laro in ACM Partnership v. 
Commissioner, T.C. Memo 1997-115. Judge Laro stated that "the transaction must be rationally related to a useful nontax 
purpose that is plausible in light of the taxpayer's conduct and useful in the light of the taxpayer's economic situation and 
intentions." In a footnote in ACM, the Third Circuit implicitly ratified that view of business purpose by stating that it is appropriate 
for a judge to consider alternative investments in analyzing profit motive.  

Few other judges can be said to understand the lost opportunity approach. The District of Columbia Circuit does, as it 
demonstrated in Boca Investerings Partnership v. U.S., 314 F.3d 625 (D.C. Cir. 2003), and in ASA Investerings Partnership v. 
Commissioner, 201 F.3d 505 (D.C. Cir. 2000). In Long-Term Capital Holdings et al. v. U.S., Dkt No. 3:01cv1290 (JBA), Doc 2004-
17390 [PDF] or 2004 TNT 169-15 , the judge employed the opportunity cost analysis pioneered by Judge Laro in ACM. Fees 
paid on this deal -- in which everyone in a suit had his palm outstretched -- were so exorbitant that only a couple of items would 
have absorbed the taxpayer's entire expected profit, even using the taxpayer's generous profit assumptions. (For discussion, see 
Doc 2004-17569 [PDF] or 2004 TNT 173-5 .)  

Risk, as the cases show, is a concept that judges either do not understand or have trouble articulating if they do. Risk of loss 
means exposure to economic loss of the amount invested. Risk of loss does not mean failure to make a profit or failure to 
anticipate sufficient profits. "Is the taxpayer likely to take a hit?" is a different inquiry from "what is the likelihood that the deal will 
earn a market return?"  

Risk means exposure to loss that is outside of the taxpayer's control. Seventh Circuit Judge Richard Posner, in Yosha v. 
Commissioner, 861 F.2d 494 (7th Cir. 1988), a commodities straddle case, differentiated market risk from tax risk in affirming the 
Tax Court's finding that the straddles entailed no market risk. As Judge Posner observed, when there is no opportunity for market-
determined gain or loss, then the investor has merely purchased tax benefits.  

The Tax Court in Compaq Computer Corp. v. Commissioner, 113 T.C. 214 (1999), reversed, 277 F.3d 778 (5th Cir. 2001), Doc 
2004-184 [PDF], 2002 TNT 1-5 , was trying to feel its way toward a risk analysis. Chief Judge Cohen found that every aspect of 
the deal was "deliberately predetermined" and designed "to yield a specific result and to eliminate all economic risks and 
influences from outside market forces." Compaq shows that risk is inextricably bound up in questions of tax ownership -- that is, 
how much economic exposure does the taxpayer have in the asset for which it claims the tax benefits of ownership? Or, as one 
Wall Street lawyer put it, if Compaq had held the foreign shares for three days, it wouldn't have been in court. (For discussion, see 
Doc 2002- 1237 [PDF] or 2002 TNT 11-2 .)  

The 2001 tax shelter bill (H.R. 2520) introduced by House Ways and Means Committee member Lloyd Doggett, D-Texas, was the 
first to attempt to incorporate a risk concept, using the same wording as the Third Circuit used in ACM: "meaningful change in the 
taxpayer's economic position." The bill's drafters intended that language to blend the risk and economic profit requirements. An 
alternative way for a taxpayer to show profit was to be able to pass a Sheldon test. (See Doc 2001-20414 [PDF] or 2001 TNT 149-
73 .)  

The Doggett formulation, including the proposed location of the economic substance test in the code -- in section 7701 where 
future generations will never find it -- has stuck. All successors, including the JCT staff version, work off that unsatisfactory 
template. (For discussion, see Doc 2003-11242 [PDF] or 2003 TNT 87-7 .) The technical problems with the template will be 
discussed later in this article.  

 
Why Are We Here? 

 
Why are we here? That would seem like an obvious question, but the answer isn't so obvious. 

The momentum is present in Congress for codification of the economic substance doctrine, said Senate Finance Committee Tax 
Counsel Edgar D. McClellan at the International Fiscal Association annual conference in Washington last week. He said that 
Congress is "sensing pressure" for codification.  

The short answer is that we are here because the government lost the Castle Harbour, Coltec, and Black & Decker cases. But, as 
this article is in the midst of demonstrating, codification of the economic substance doctrine would not do a lot to prevent those 
results.  

We are also here because of the retail tax shelter phenomenon, which got the attention of Congress and the Bush administration. 
Four years ago, after Bush was first inaugurated, his Treasury was in full-bore denial about the significance and the very existence
of the corporate tax shelter problem. After all, how a can a group of people who have been excusing corporate taxes 



administratively get too worked up about self-help in corporate tax reduction?  

Then the full extent of the burgeoning, bull-market retail tax shelter phenomenon hit them like a ton of bricks. They couldn't do 
nothing. Nor could Congress. Many in Congress are agnostic on the subject of business taxes -- something about constantly 
being bombarded with "competitiveness" arguments -- but the thought that newly rich individuals aren't paying is seen as 
dangerous for the system. Moreover, coming on top of the accounting scandals, the revelation that the largest accounting firms 
had turned themselves into tax shelter mills was disturbing. There were showy hearings. There is a new Circular 230 and loads of 
new penalties in the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004 (P.L. 108-357). Many of the more popular retail shelters are the subject 
of IRS settlement offers.  

So shelters would seem to be yesterday's news, for the time being. Corporations are lying low, and don't really need shelters, 
what with all of the Bush administration's tax cuts and failure to enforce the law in other ways. Why pay expensive advisers big tax 
shelter fees when you can issue hybrid securities for an unwarranted and overstated interest deduction for lower fees? Newly rich 
individuals were big customers for retail shelters. But they aren't becoming suddenly rich any more, because the technology 
bubble has burst. And individuals who are long-term rich are taking advantage of the Bush tax cuts and their traditional ability to 
time the recognition of their income.  

Okay, so why are we here? Is the reason that ornery judge in Coltec? Let's have a look at that. District Judge Braden seemed 
concerned that there was no Federal Circuit precedent on the economic substance doctrine. This column stands by its accusation 
that Judge Braden had mistaken the American system for a civil law system. (For objections to that view, see Doc 2005-1927 
[PDF] or 2005 TNT 25-44 .) But the judge did make a valid point that it is not for judges to decide tax policy in contravention of 
statutory wording.  

But here's the point that stuck in the congressional craw. The judge kicked it over to Congress to resolve the problems presented 
by the objectionable transaction. Judge Braden sniffed that "it is Congress, not the court, that should determine how the federal 
tax laws should be used to promote economic welfare." Congress plainly does not want that responsibility. After quoting some of 
Justice Antonin Scalia's "plain meaning" rants, Judge Braden stated:  

 
The public must be able to rely on clear and understandable rules established by Congress to ascertain their federal tax 
obligations. If federal tax laws are applied in an unpredictable and arbitrary manner, albeit by federal judges for the "right" 
reasons in the "right case," public confidence in the Code and tax enforcement system surely will be further eroded. 

 
Congress ought to react to that line of argument by, as the judge suggested, making the necessary substantive changes to the 
law to prevent transactions known to take advantage of gaps in the haphazard taxation of income from capital. Drafting a statute 
that would prevent the double-dip in the contingent liability shelter and similar instances of abuse of rules for basis in shares is not 
rocket science. But it is not exactly above-the-fold stuff either. 

Congress has taken the wrong message from the decision. The belief appears to be that only codification of the doctrine will 
persuade the likes of Judge Braden to invoke it, despite that none of the drafts being discussed, including the JCT staff version, 
would compel any judge to invoke the doctrine. McClellan told his IFA audience that Congress read Judge Braden as demanding 
codification.  

The popular corporate shelter at issue in Coltec and Black & Decker, the contingent liability shelter, was the subject of an IRS 
settlement offer. (Rev. Proc. 2002-67, 2002-43 IRB 733, Doc 2002-22627 [PDF], 2002 TNT 194-9 .) Everyone did it, and every 
prominent adviser signed off on it. There was widespread use of this shelter, which is what the previous IRS chief counsel would 
call a technical tax shelter. It didn't seem to trouble the Coltec court that the purchaser of the shares of the liability subsidiary was 
a bank, which retained the right to put them back to the taxpayer.  

It is also clear that the judges in Coltec and Black & Decker believed that there had been an effective transfer of liabilities in the 
transactions at issue, and that the taxpayers' assertions that the transfer of liabilities was effective went unchallenged by the 
government. (For the briefs, see Doc 2004- 23092 [PDF] or 2004 TNT 237-15 , Doc 2004-23094 [PDF] or 2004 TNT 237-16 , 
Doc 2004-23091 [PDF] or 2004 TNT 237-17 , and Doc 2004-23093 [PDF] or 2004 TNT 237-18 .)  

At the American Bar Association Section of Taxation Financial Transactions Committee meeting in San Diego on January 22, 
lawyers whose job is planning poked through the recent corporate shelter decisions for clues about what they could get away with, 
or, as one delicately put it, "put lipstick on that pig." Chip Harter of PricewaterhouseCoopers noted the government's failure to 
challenge the efficacy of the liability transfers in Coltec and Black & Decker. In Coltec, Harter noted with some astonishment, the 
IRS stipulated to the value of the taxpayer's own note, about which even Judge Braden had doubts. (Why are we privatizing 
collections when we should privatize tax litigation?)  

Coltec had argued that asbestos plaintiffs would pierce the corporate veil and go after it. Coltec had already centralized liability 
management within itself; the transfer was to offset a large capital gain. There was very little discussion of the efficacy of the 



liability transfer, Harter noted, and the IRS did not seriously challenge it. In its posttrial brief, the government described the liability 
management purpose as "an after-the-fact pretext" unrelated to the facts. (Doc 2004-23094 [PDF] or 2004 TNT 237-16 .)  

"The taxpayer did a good job of convincing the court of its motivations," Harter commented. "There is no testimony that this solved 
their 'corporate veil' problem. All they testified was that this was a positive factor on a life-and-death issue," Harter said of the 
taxpayer's self-serving testimony.  

Steve Surdell of Ernst & Young noted that business taxpayers and environmental lawyers seem to believe that transfer of liabilities
to a subsidiary is effective in insulating the parent. In U.S. v. Best Foods, 524 U.S. 51 (1998), the Supreme Court held that if a 
subsidiary engaged in environmental law violations, Environmental Protection Agency recourse to the parent is not automatic. 
Only if the parent could be considered the operator of the subsidiary's business, rather than an investor, would direct liability 
attach for acts of the subsidiary. But that holding does not mean that the parent can fob off its own previously incurred liability onto 
a subsidiary, with the parent shedding all responsibility.  

In Black & Decker, the government moved for summary judgment, assuming the efficacy of the transfer. The taxpayer's 
successful motion for summary judgment stipulated that tax avoidance was the sole purpose of the transfer, Harter noted. (Doc 
2004- 17470 [PDF] or 2004 TNT 173-20 , Doc 2004-17594 [PDF] or 2004 TNT 173-22 , Doc 2004-20866 [PDF] or 2004 TNT 
207-13 .) The taxpayer had voluntarily disclosed the deal under the December 2001 amnesty of Announcement 2002-2, 2002-1 
C.B. 304. The court believed that the Black & Decker liability subsidiary was substantial, and had the risk of the parent's retiree 
medical liabilities. The IRS is appealing Black & Decker. (Doc 2004-24078 [PDF] or 2004 TNT 245-21 .)  

 
JCT Staff Draft 

 
The Coltec case has two lessons for policymakers. First, if a technical, statutory fix to the problem presented by the objectionable 
transaction is possible, make that fix, even if it has to be prospective. 

Second, if you must codify the economic substance doctrine, the point is to force judges to apply it. If you're not interested in 
telling judges what to do, then don't codify economic substance, and learn to live with judicial naivete about unreal transactions. 
Like the other drafts, the JCT staff version would apply only if a judge concludes that it is "relevant." Coltec would have been 
decided the same way with the JCT staff version in place.  

Another troublesome aspect of the existing drafts is congressional reluctance to mess with the established case law. As a 
practical matter, any statutory economic substance doctrine would supplant the case law. Otherwise, Congress would be asking 
the courts and the parties to undertake a two-step analysis of the statutory doctrine and the case law, or worse, to pick the version 
that puts their case in the best light. The JCT staff version would suffer from the same problem.  

Getting back to that first lesson about the need for substantive fixes, the JCT staff discussion unwittingly makes the case for 
substantive fixes better than your correspondent ever has. The JCT staff details the known trends in tax shelters and their 
substantive origins in its list of applicable transactions -- to which it would not require a court to apply the economic substance 
doctrine. There is no way the narrowly drafted economic substance codification proposed by the JCT staff -- or any codification -- 
could possibly resolve all of the identified problems.  

Let's look at the JCT categories of applicable transactions. Basically, the JCT staff catalogued many of the attractive nuisances 
that Congress ought to get rid of. Indeed, in many instances, the attractiveness of the nuisance in question has been recognized 
at least since the Clinton administration. Italics that follow are the JTC staff's own description of transactions to which the 
economic substance doctrine would apply.  

 
Tax Ownership 

 
(1) A transaction in which (a) the taxpayer holds offsetting positions which substantially reduce the risk of loss, and (b) tax benefits 
would result from differing tax treatment of the positions. 

This is the economic risk/tax ownership problem identified in Compaq. In one of its more constructive efforts, the Bush Treasury 
set up a project to define economic ownership, but it went nowhere.  

The tax law is not very good at asking whether the legal owner is economically at risk, and it has struggled with the concept of risk 
since the days when nonrecourse loans featured prominently in real estate shelter partnerships. The tax law is hung up on who 
has formal legal title. The benefits and burdens of tax ownership flow from title, absent special provisions like holding periods or 
at-risk rules. (For discussion, see Miller, "Taxpayer's Ability to Avoid Tax Ownership: Current Law and Future Prospects," 51 Tax 
Lawyer 279 (Winter 1998).)  

How about a sentence in section 7701 that says: "Taxpayer shall not be considered the tax owner or beneficiary of any asset 
against which the taxpayer holds any economically offsetting position that substantially reduces the risk of loss." That, in one 
sentence, is an across-the-board tax ownership test.  



Oh, but that's scary. That'll do horrible things, won't it? No, your average mortgagor will still be deemed to be the tax owner of his 
house. In an era of derivatives used to hedge and reduce and reverse economic risks of ownership, legal title is meaningless. 
Legal title to securities and financial contracts has been meaningless for two decades, yet specific rules intended to stop 
taxpayers straddling and hedging out their risk have not worked well because they were so heavily lobbied by the abusers. A 
general rule that says that tax ownership follows economic risk regardless of legal title is necessary now.  

According to Charles Kingson, there should be an across-the- board rule for tax ownership focusing on risk. The Court in Frank 
Lyon disregarded risk and confused apparent business purpose with economic reality, leaving the law with tax shelter tests that 
do not address risk. "If Compaq had no economic risks in the ADRs, it did not own their tax attributes (dividend and credit) either; 
and economic loss is irrelevant," Kingson wrote. Tax ownership "should be based on risk and reward directly, not as filtered 
through the 'economic substance' and 'business purposes' formulas of Frank Lyon," he wrote. (For Kingson's special report, see 
Doc 2001- 26218 [PDF], 2001 TNT 199-42 , or Tax Notes, Oct. 8, 2001, p. 409.)  

And what about our precious leveraged leasing? We would propose that the government recognize that the airlines do not fit the 
model of shareholder capitalism, and acknowledge them as the VEBAs and wards of the government that they in fact are. (Think 
winged buses, readers. At least the Italians and the French and the Swiss are being up-front about subsidizing their airlines.) But 
if we wish to continue to keep the airlines and manufacturers of commercial aircraft propped up, then tax benefits should be 
proportionate to equity ownership. If the lessor owns 20 percent of the equity in the plane, then it ought to get only 20 percent of 
the depreciation. That would stop LILOs and SILOs in their tracks. (The recent changes merely required a teensy bit more "skin in 
the game." Doc 2004- 3751 [PDF] or 2004 TNT 37-4 .)  

Leveraged leasing, even the garden variety kind, has no economic substance in that it has no short-term nontax economic return. 
The present value of the residual value of the asset can't possibly compete with the up-front tax benefits. (And no rational investor 
would wait around for uncertain residual value without the current tax juice.) Readers will recall that specific attempts to 
accommodate leasing in previous drafts of economic substance codification and tax shelter disclosure rules met with howls from 
the leasing crowd.  

Nonetheless, leasing has to be fenced off and dealt with separately. The Senate was making a grave mistake in trying to 
accommodate leasing in its generally applicable economic substance test.  

The ideas that leasing stands for -- no pretax profit, little investment, even littler risk, wholesale transfer of tax benefits -- cannot be 
allowed to further infect the tax law. We are in this pickle right now in large part because of the continuing damage done by the 
Frank Lyon decision. If anything, drafters of a statutory economic substance statute ought to be pulling back on that. Instead of 
legislative history basically daring taxpayers to try to fool naïve judges -- as the JCT version would -- how about legislative history 
that says that Congress believes that Frank Lyon is not good law outside of the plain-vanilla leveraged lease?  

Accommodating leasing does not have to mean accommodating everything the leasing bar wants to do. An economic substance 
codification, or some other statutory approach, ought to be able to sort the acceptable from the unacceptable, instead of letting the 
tax administrator flounder, and the leasing bar appeal to Congress, on each new leasing deal. The IRS's recent struggles against 
SILOs and LILOs are examples -- and the government has yet to try a case about one of those transactions.  

The Bush administration finally got around to listing SILOs the other day, after endorsing a weak prospectively applicable statute 
intended to increase the equity investment of the customer side. In the listing notice, the IRS tried to differentiate Frank Lyon, 
arguing that the SILO customer did not have a real economic exposure to the asset. The IRS emphasized the benefits and 
burdens of ownership. (Notice 2005-13, 2005-9 IRB 1, Doc 2005-2968 [PDF] or 2005 TNT 29-6 .) The leasing bar is howling 
that the listing notice requires the customer to take too much risk to get its tax benefits. But legislators did not seem to notice that 
they had allowed SILOs to continue in modified form when they congratulated the administration for going after the old deals. (Doc 
2005- 2979 [PDF] or 2005 TNT 29-1 .)  

 
Income Stripping 

 
(2) A transaction which is structured to result in a disparity between basis and fair market value which creates or increases a loss 
or reduces a gain. 

The JCT staff discussion identifies income stripping as a problem. Stripping refers to the separation of the right to receive income 
from an income-producing asset from the corpus of the asset itself. Stripping can be thought of as an advanced form of 
assignment of income or as a primitive form of derivative. Tax-motivated stripping is primarily a basis abuse designed to produce 
an artificial built-in loss, but it has other tax avoidance uses as well. Taxpayers take the position that unless a specific rule says 
otherwise, they are entitled to allocate all their basis in a stripped asset to the corpus, without having to allocate any basis to the 
income strip.  

The Clinton and Bush administrations both proposed antistripping rules. The Clinton administration, in its fiscal 2001 budget, 
recognized that the stripping problem is not confined to the few transactions that have been dealt with by means of specific laws 
and administrative guidance. Each time one question is resolved, taxpayers become educated and emboldened to apply the 



stripping concept to another income-producing asset not yet covered by a specific statute. (For discussion, see Doc 2000-9214 or 
2000 TNT 59-2 .)  

Income-stripping rules are far less difficult to draft than economic substance codification. An income-stripping rule would be more 
effective than the JCT staff draft, because the latter would rely heavily on legislative history. Moreover, the JCT staff focuses only 
on basis allocation, which recent history has shown to be an incomplete focus.  

The Clinton administration wanted to codify the "deemed financing" approach to asset stripping generally. That approach, seen in 
section 636 and the fast-pay preferred regulations, would treat the stripping and sale of the income interest as a borrowing 
secured by the right to future income, rather than as a sale of an income strip. The income strip would be treated as a newly 
created debt instrument, with the seller as the debtor and the purchaser as the creditor. This approach would ensure that the 
income and associated deductions stayed with the same taxpayer. Because the underlying property would not be treated as 
having been divided, this approach would avoid the need for basis allocation. (For description, see Doc 2000-3672 or 2000 TNT 
27-26 .)  

The Bush administration, which prissily refers to income stripping as "income separation," also wanted a deemed loan approach. 
Neither administration drafted the deemed loan approach for Congress to look at, but section 636 could be used as a model.  

The Bush administration called for additional legislative authority on the belief that section 7701(l), under which the fast- pay 
preferred rules were issued, is not enough. Indeed, the administration repealed the previous administration's proposed lease- 
stripping rules, proposed reg. section 1.7701(l)-2, after having won a couple of cases. (Doc 2003-24210 [PDF] or 2003 TNT 217-
15 .) The administration believed that section 7701(l) would not permit it to argue deemed loan in all cases, especially when the 
deal is documented as something else or there is no intermediary between borrower and lender. (Doc 2003-8819 [PDF] or 2003 
TNT 67-5 .)  

The Bush administration seems afraid of section 7701(l). Section 7701(l) requires only two entities to be present, with one 
considered to be lending to the other. It does not require a conduit. Section 7701(l) does require regulations, and having to write a 
new regulation for each new asset that planners figure out how to strip leaves the tax administrator perpetually behind. Each new 
income- stripping gambit has to be fit within a deemed loan framework for the government to be able to invoke section 7701(l). 
The government may not want to have to fight taxpayers about the propriety of deemed loan treatment every time they find a new 
income-producing asset to strip.  

The Bush administration was also worried about the complexity of the Clinton administration proposal. An important question to be 
answered is whether ownership of the stripped asset should always remain with the person who gets the corpus, or whether so 
much income has been stripped off that the income strip holder should be the owner.  

In the American Jobs Creation Act, Congress enacted a simple basis allocation fix to extend section 1286 to funds holding 
preferred equities and bonds. Section 1286 is a basis allocation rule for bonds. Congress amended section 1286 to give the 
Treasury regulatory authority to extend basis allocation rules to other financial assets that are easy to strip. The JCT staff, for its 
part, has historically preferred the basis allocation approach. (Doc 2000-6730 or 2000 TNT 46-16 .)  

The trouble is that basis allocation solves only the basis abuse problem. Otherwise, it is an unsatisfactory approach for assets 
other than debt instruments because it makes for two owners, and the law is not very good at taxing the income of multiple owners 
currently. In fast-pay preferred, an income-stripping arrangement was used to convert what was essentially a return of principal to 
a dividend. (Reg. section 1.7701(l)-3.)  

A third approach to income stripping, which would recognize only one owner, is the Sears regulations approach, which says that 
the parties have formed some sort of business entity (a partnership or a corporation) that allocates the economic rights among the 
parties. The Sears regulations state that the custodial entity used to create a strip should be treated as a separate entity, probably 
a partnership. (See Peaslee, "Investment Trusts in the Age of Financial Derivatives," 49 Tax L. Rev. 419 (1994); Scarborough, 
"Coupon Strip? Partnership? Or Secured Obligation? How to Tell Them Apart and Why It Matters," Derivatives, Sept./Oct. 1997, 
p. 12.)  

The Sears regulations approach would prevent basis games by having the whole ownership of the asset in the entity and using 
the appropriate allocation rules to tax income or gain. That would basically deny that income has been stripped. It would be 
simpler than a deemed loan approach, which would permit a titleholder to be considered an owner despite having no meaningful 
equity interest because of leverage.  

The beauty of that approach is that it hooks into existing rules. The model for the approach would be the Sears regulations, reg. 
section 301.7701-4. Arguably, these rules already are the law of stripping, but they are not being enforced, initially because the 
IRS was afraid to call the resulting entity a corporation for fear of upsetting too many apple carts. (Doc 2003-8819 [PDF] or 2003 
TNT 67-5 .) Congress could choose to write a broad statutory version of the Sears regulation with a simple deemed entity as the 
owner -- as was the case before the check-the-box rules.  



In reg. section 301.7701-4(c)(2), example 3 could be read expansively to cover stripping. The example is a dividend strip. 
Shareholders of a publicly traded corporation deposit their shares into a trust in exchange for two separately tradeable certificates, 
one representing a right to dividends and the other representing a right to capital appreciation. (This was attempted in the retail 
market, where it bombed.) The IRS concluded that because the trust created investment interests that differed significantly from 
direct ownership of the shares, that is, an undivided beneficial interest in the shares, the trust should be reclassified as a business 
entity.  

The newest JCT staff report of revenue raisers does not contain any income-stripping rule. Instead, the economic substance 
codification is expected to carry the weight of an income-stripping rule. It can't. It would engender another level of argument about 
whether an income-stripping deal was subject to the economic substance doctrine. As judicial attempts to deal with stripping 
transactions have demonstrated, the economic substance doctrine may not be the strongest argument against a problem that is 
best characterized as a matching problem. (Andantech LLC v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 2002-97, Doc 2002-8572 [PDF] or 2002 
TNT 70-10 , affirmed in part and reversed in part, 331 F.3d 972 (D.C. Cir. 2003), Doc 2003-14649 [PDF] or 2003 TNT 117-8 . 
The appellate court disregarded the partnership that was the stripping vehicle.)  

 
Basis Shifts 

 
(3) A transaction which is structured to create or increase a gain in an asset any portion of which would not be recognized for 
Federal income tax purposes if the asset were sold at fair market value by the taxpayer (or a related person). 

What is this about? Once again, Enron is the driver of all tax compliance thinking -- as if other equally large quasi-financial 
intermediaries were paying their fair share of tax. The transactions in question were "Condor" and "Tomas," in which the parties 
used partnerships to shift basis in assets. The Enron window has not closed; we're still going after transactions done by a 
desperate insolvent company. (Solvent companies are deducting interest on derivatives.)  

In Tomas, basis was shifted from the shares of a subsidiary to depreciable assets contributed to the partnership. The combination 
of a section 754 election and a section 332 liquidation of the subsidiary seemed to enable perpetual deferral of gain on a built-in 
gain asset contributed to the partnership. In Condor, basis was shifted from Enron shares to depreciable assets contributed to the 
partnership. Like Enron's Teresa transaction, Condor may have enabled Enron to book a deferred tax asset without achieving a 
tax benefit.  

A way to attack those transactions would be to invalidate the partnership that was formed specifically for the purpose of basis 
shifting. An economic substance inquiry is not necessary for that. A partnership has to have a business purpose to exist under 
common law, and courts, especially the D.C. Circuit, have been willing to ignore partnerships that have not been formed to 
conduct a business, as shown by the decisions in Boca Investerings, ASA Investerings, and Saba Partnership v. Commissioner, 
273 F.3d 1135 (D.C. Cir. 2001), Doc 2001-31675 [PDF], 2001 TNT 249-5 .  

Moreover, the otherwise ineffectual partnership antiabuse rule, reg. section 1.701-2, would allow the government to force a 
downward adjustment to the outside basis of the partner getting the basis bump without the government having to ignore the 
partnership. Under reg. section 1.701-2(c), the present value of the partners' aggregate federal tax liability would be reduced from 
what it otherwise would be had the partners owned the assets directly and the other partners consisted of accommodation parties 
and related parties (as is usually the case with partnerships that judges ignore). (Doc 2002- 13192 [PDF] or 2002 TNT 106-1 .)  

James Peaslee of Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton proposed a basis overstatement rule that was rejected by Congress. It was 
intended to prevent basis overstatements caused by partnership transactions like those described above, stripping transactions, 
and loading assets with liabilities. The idea was to have a generally applicable basis rule that would chop basis down to fair 
market value when tax-motivated overstatements occur. Thus a basis shift usually accomplished by means of partnership 
allocation would also be knocked out if it was accomplished some other way. But Peaslee's transaction- specific definition of tax-
indifferent party might or might not include dealer on the mark-to-market method. (For discussion, see Doc 2004-1716 [PDF] or 
2004 TNT 22-81 .)  

Well, why not rewrite some of the underlying basis rules? Peaslee's focus on the results of basis overstatement would mean that 
his rule would apply only when the taxpayer had a principal purpose of creating a basis overstatement to reduce the taxpayer's 
income, not when the basis rules merely operated as intended. Thus he would confine his liability rule to situations when a liability 
-- which would include a contingent liability -- was put on to get a tax result. The tax administrator would only have authority to 
except, not add, covered transactions. Peaslee suggested limiting the book/tax differential item as a shelter disclosure factor.  

Peaslee's basis rule would not entirely obviate the need for an income-stripping rule. It would address only the basis allocation 
part of the stripping problem, and not the operating problem of how to allocate income to the pieces. It would also depend on how 
the policymakers viewed the result of stripping -- as one asset or as multiple assets. Peaslee wanted to repeal the fast-pay rules 
and lauded the decision to withdraw the proposed lease-stripping rules. It seems that the basis rule would be intended to preclude 
a stronger income-stripping rule. Wall Street doesn't like income-stripping rules.  

 
Special Allocations 



 
(4) A transaction which is structured to result in income for Federal income tax purposes to a tax-indifferent party for any period 
which is materially in excess of any economic income to such party with respect to the transaction for such period. 

This is Castle Harbour, but it is also abuse of partnership special allocations generally. The usual way this result can be obtained 
is through partnership special allocations, in which allocated taxable income exceeds paid-over book income. In Castle Harbour, 
great gobs of taxable income were allocated to tax- indifferent Dutch banks, which received relatively small payments of book 
income once a large amount of book depreciation was subtracted.  

If such an arrangement were within reg. section 1.704-1, the taxpayer might be able to argue, as the taxpayer did in Castle 
Harbour, that this highly specific partnership accounting rule should preclude economic substance inquiries. It already would 
preclude a partnership antiabuse rule inquiry under reg. section 1.701-2(d), examples 5 and 6.  

This should not be the final answer, because reg. section 1.704- 1 is dreadful perversion of congressional intent. Reg. section 
1.704- 1 purports to interpret the "substantial economic effect" test of section 704(b), but instead subverts it. It basically says that 
a tax benefit can be transferred to a partner if that partner promises to take a hit for it sometime in the remote future. Reg. section 
1.704-1 must be legislatively repealed and replaced with a rule that requires partnership allocations to be consistent with equity 
ownership. (See reg. section 1.704-1(b)(3).) There is no business reason for special allocations -- they are merely a way to 
transfer tax benefits.  

The JCT staff's status-based definition of "tax-indifferent party" would be the same as in the Senate version of what became the 
American Jobs Creation Act, and would suffer from the same problems. But at least we could bring the business of being an 
accommodation party in tax shelters back onshore, away from Dutch banks and toward American securities dealers. Dealers on a 
mark-to-market accounting method are in the same position as any accommodation party that is not liable for U.S. tax -- they don't 
care, and they take the other side of a lot of shelters, especially disguised sales.  

Dealers would seem to be covered by the second sentence of the JCT draft: "A person shall be treated as a tax-indifferent party 
with respect to a transaction if the items taken into account with respect to a transaction have no substantial impact on such 
person's liability." It would be nice to have that clarified, even if it had to be a sentence in legislative history. It would be even 
better to put everyone on the same accounting method. (We'll keep advocating mark-to-market accounting until someone listens. 
See 95 TNT 236- 5 .)  

As for American tax-exempt entities, the JCT staff would go after them specifically for acting as accommodation parties in tax 
shelters. The staff proposes to tax exempt organizations and exempt organization managers for participation as accommodation 
parties in prohibited tax shelter transactions. The staff explains that the goal is deterrence, not revenue from exempts.  

The JCT staff has made some constructive suggestions for changes to subchapter K, but somehow missed the elephant in the 
room of the special allocation rule. The JCT staff's other suggestions are nonetheless worth pursuing.  

In its proposed changes to sections 704 and 752, the JCT staff would exclude "exculpatory" nonrecourse debt from a partner's 
outside basis in its partnership interest -- that basis determining entitlement to tax benefits. Exculpatory liabilities were yet another 
instance when the tax administrator declined to issue regulations despite recognition of the problem. More than a decade ago, it 
was observed that partners could allocate deductions flowing from exculpatory liabilities with no nontax consequences 
whatsoever, since no partner would be liable for them. (T.D. 8385, 1992-1 C.B. 199.)  

How can that be? The problem arose from the actions of the tax administrator, specifically, the treatment of limited liability 
companies as partnerships despite their limited liability. Liabilities incurred by a limited liability company are without recourse to 
the partners. The JCT staff is making the simple observation that any liability for which no partner will ever be liable should not be 
included in a partner's outside basis. In this the JCT staff is just nibbling around the edges of larger problems in partnership 
allocations -- even though the staff recognizes that the problem is deductions without economic risk of loss.  

The section 704(b) substantial economic effect problem is similar, due to the time value of money. Partners are able to have 
current tax deductions and credits for which they would only be required to pay in the far future, when they are worthless. The real 
consequences of having to make up a deficit in a capital account are remote, and capital accounts themselves correspond to 
absolutely nothing, as the Castle Harbour allocations showed. The JCT staff, in its suggested changes to the treatment of 
nonrecourse liabilities, believes in capital accounts, which even partnership specialists acknowledge are phony. (Doc 2001-3478 
[PDF] or 2001 TNT 24-2 .)  

What's so precious in subchapter K that it cannot be disturbed? In wanting to bring the treatment of partners closer to that of S 
corporation shareholders, the JCT has eschewed the opportunity to unify the two regimes into a single passthrough regime with 
mandatory allocations proportionate to equity interest. If, as the JCT staff intones, we are increasingly adopting the entity theory of 
partnerships, then why not go all the way, instead of letting planners have it both ways?  

The JCT staff also wants to amend section 734 to make adjustments in the basis of remaining partnership property after a 



distribution consistent regardless of which partner received a distribution. In the American Jobs Creation Act, Congress has finally 
seen fit to force a section 754 election in cases of large basis reductions. (Sections 734(a) and (d)(1).) The JCT staff would also 
unify the treatment of payments to partners acting as outsiders, getting rid of the special and troublemaking treatment of 
guaranteed payments.  

 
Holding Period 

 
(5) A transaction in which the taxpayer disposes of property (other than inventory, receivables, or stock or securities regularly 
traded on an established securities market) which the taxpayer held for a period less than 45 days. 

It would be easy enough for Congress to enact a 45-day holding period requirement applied across the board. In the American 
Jobs Creation Act, Congress enacted a specific minimum foreign tax credit holding period for income other than dividends. A 
generally applicable holding period for capital assets would be easier for a judge to understand than burying the idea in the 
economic substance test.  

Like chicken soup, it couldn't hurt, but it might not accomplish much. A holding period is a crude version of an economic 
ownership test -- it assumes that if the taxpayer was the titleholder for a while, it must have taken some risk. Compaq held its 
foreign shares for a few minutes, which was enough to satisfy a federal judge. A holding period requirement is at best a proxy for 
economic risk. The problem is that holding period requirements have been shown to be ineffectual in the face of taxpayers 
determined to offload their risks of ownership in more elaborate ways.  

Prior experience with the unenforceable and unenforced dividends-received-deduction rules regarding holding period and hedging 
has shown that sophisticated taxpayers know how to satisfy a holding period test while taking an unacceptably low level of risk for 
them to be considered tax owners entitled to tax benefits of ownership. Economic substance has been invoked for those deals to 
little avail. (91 TNT 138-6 .) A decade ago, in dividends- received-deduction regulations, the tax administrator threw in the towel 
after heavy lobbying by the abusers. Hedging with a basket of equity issues is allowed. (Reg. section 1.246-5.)  

 
Book/Tax Differentials 

 
(6) A transaction which is structured to result in a deduction or loss which is otherwise allowable under the Code and which is not 
allowed for financial reporting purposes. 

Let's get our chronology straight here. The Clinton and Bush administrations required that book/tax disparities be a tax shelter 
indicator for purposes of tax shelter disclosure rules. (Reg. section 301.6011-4(b)(6).) Then the Bush administration put out a new 
version of schedule M-1, called schedule M-3, when it was recognized that the tax administrator had underused the power to 
require reporting of material book/tax differences.  

The book/tax difference in the tax shelter reporting rules is a good place to look for tax accounting ideas. On the list of exceptions 
to reporting are mark-to-market and hedge accounting differentials. (Rev. Proc. 2003-25, 2003-11 IRB 601.) There are other 
instances in which financial accounting has a better idea about how to handle a problem than tax accounting, chief among them 
forced combination of controlled entities. (For discussion, see Doc 2003- 24354 [PDF] or 2003 TNT 218-7 .)  

Congress should consider rationalizing tax accounting methods, especially the diverse methods that the tax administrator has 
evolved for various forms of derivatives. And yes, that would mean marking them to market, as is done for financial accounting. 
Tax shelters are enabled when the parties are on different accounting methods, that is, dealers mark derivatives to market, while 
customers use them to assume or shed economic ownership as desired. (Some customers do use derivatives for hedging 
business risks, and those customers would like to mark them to market.)  

The tax law should be marking derivatives to market, as financial accounting now does under Statement 133. Statement 133 
requires companies to record derivatives at fair market value as assets and liabilities on the balance sheet. Gains and losses from 
derivatives are to be reported on the income statement, depending on how the derivatives are used and whether they qualify for 
hedge accounting. Reporting companies must describe their objectives and strategies for the use of derivatives, as well as the 
purpose of the use of derivatives. If the derivatives qualify for hedge accounting, integrated treatment is permitted. (For 
discussion, see Doc 2000- 3655 or 2000 TNT 25-6 .)  

 
Problems With the Template 

 
The JCT staff fretted that a statutory economic substance doctrine would restrict the flexibility of the courts. There is no chance of 
the JCT staff version restricting the flexibility of the courts. That is because it wouldn't apply to anything. 

Why do drafters stick with the Doggett template? Because, as McClellan explained, it has been scored as a revenue raiser. The 
revenue gain assigned to a change is as much as $15 billion, which may or may not materialize. (Doc 2004-22277 [PDF] or 2004 
TNT 224-4 .) McClellan said that his boss, Finance Committee Chair Charles E. Grassley, R-Iowa, is not wedded to the Doggett 
template.  



To its credit, the JCT staff is asking for a conjunctive test, rather than the disjunctive test employed by several circuits. McClellan 
told his IFA audience that getting a conjunctive test would be "the most significant piece" of an economic substance bill. Readers, 
a conjunctive test could be accomplished in a single sentence. That might be all that is necessary. But the JCT staff's two-part 
conjunctive test would not get the job done as described.  

First, the JCT staff version would not ask for a pretax profit. It would merely ask that "the transaction changes in a meaningful way 
(apart from federal tax effects) the taxpayer's economic position." Readers will recognize that Senate restatement of the Third 
Circuit's phrasing of the risk inquiry in ACM. The JCT staff, however, intends this to be a substitute for a profit, or at least 
objective, test.  

That could have been phrased better. Yes, the Third Circuit in ACM had the right idea, but it did not articulate the idea in a way 
that would survive a trial in which the taxpayer contested the facts. (ACM had stipulated facts and no evidentiary disputes.) We're 
in this pickle in part because congressional drafters don't know how to think like trial lawyers, and they don't know how to draft 
bulletproof statutory language. Why can't we use the word "risk"?  

As an example of a lack of risk, the JCT Staff states that "a transaction is suspect under this standard if money (or any other asset 
or liability) moves in a circular manner, such that the taxpayer's or another party's apparent financial outlay is largely protected 
from risk and is reasonably expected to be returned to that party or a related party when the transaction is complete." That's LILOs 
and SILOs, and equipment leases before those came into fashion. The key is insulation of the customer's outlay from risk. No 
economic loss will ever happen.  

In the accompanying footnote, the JCT staff cites Yosha. Why not use the language from that case? In Yosha, which involved 
commodities straddle shelters, Judge Posner deftly compared the artificial tax transaction with the real business transaction, 
differentiating the former from the latter on the basis of the presence of market-determined risk of gain or loss in the latter. "The 
transactions did not impinge on the world," said Judge Posner.  

Transactions, even if they did occur, "that involve no market risks are not economically substantial." He noted that the customers 
had no access to "any profits accidentally obtained." He concluded that "The lack of substance lies in the fact that the investor had 
zero prospect of gain or loss." Note that word "loss." Judge Posner had a sense of proportion.  

Newer shelters are not so different from Yosha, except that the sums are larger, and proportionately insubstantial variations might 
occur in the otherwise wired plan. Judge Stefan Underhill in Castle Harbour did not compare real and unreal, perhaps because he 
was not guided by either of the parties in the realities of the taxpayer's business. Judge Underhill had been informed that the 
transactions did not affect the operation of the assets, and took no notice. And forget market risks -- the accommodation party was 
in no danger whatsoever of taking the smallest hit, another fact that Judge Underhill could not digest. "Accidental" would have 
been an apt characterization of the teensy possible variations in the accommodation party's recovery of its outlay.  

So why can't we use the word "risk"? Why can't we have a statute that says that a transaction does not have economic substance 
when the taxpayer or any other party has insubstantial exposure to risk of economic loss of its financial outlay? Or why not say, as 
the JCT staff does in its description, that there is no economic substance when a party's "apparent financial outlay is largely 
protected from risk and is reasonably expected to be returned"? Why can't people on Capitol Hill bring themselves to say it that 
way?  

The Clinton administration had wanted to boil the economic substance test down to the profit test of Sheldon, in which the 
reasonably expected profits were compared with the tax benefits. That would not have been enough, and Judge Laro, among 
others, warned against it. It would not have been enough because it is necessary to get the tax avoidance purpose into evidence 
at trial. Moreover, it would not have been enough because taxpayers might be able to build a fake profit into pure financial 
machinations, while taking no risk.  

The JCT staff apparently takes the position opposite that of the Clinton administration -- that if there is risk, there must be a 
potential for profit. In the Senate version of what became the American Jobs Creation Act, proof of a reasonably expected 
potential profit, using the Sheldon test, would have been allowable as an alternative to show that there had been a meaningful 
change in the taxpayer's economic position. Paradoxically, in its legislative history, the Senate meant to allow plain-vanilla 
leveraged leases to be deemed to satisfy its profit test, which they would never do in real life. (Doc 2003-11882 [PDF] or 2003 
TNT 92-18 .)  

If risk is present, then profit potential may well be present also, but not necessarily. There are dry holes in Texas -- risky, 
expensive, and not necessarily going to produce a profit. An economic substance draft should include a Sheldon profit test that 
says the potential profit has to exceed the tax benefits. The taxpayer cannot be putting itself in a position in which its tax liability 
will be lowered regardless of what happens.  

Second, the JCT staff version asks only that the taxpayer demonstrate "a substantial" business purpose. That is the same 
business purpose requirement as in the Senate version of what became the American Jobs Creation Act. The Senate was 
primarily concerned with making the test conjunctive and cutting out financial accounting scams as an acceptable nontax purpose. 



The alleged business purpose need not be the primary purpose for the transaction, or the principal purpose, or even a principal 
purpose. The alleged business purpose need not be compared with the tax purpose. The only nontax purpose that the JCT staff 
would nix is a financial accounting scam. "Substantial" is a wuss word; in New York, it means 10 percent. The JCT staff version, 
as drafted, might be weaker than the Senate version, because the JCT staff draft would delete the Senate requirement that "the 
transaction is a reasonable means of accomplishing that non-tax purpose."  

Here taxpayers would be encouraged to see what they can get past a judge. "It is intended that the nontax purpose for the 
transaction must bear a reasonable relationship to the taxpayer's normal business operations or investment activities," the JCT 
staff intones in its description, not in the draft statutory language. "Reasonable relationship" is a nebulous phrase. In the 
accompanying footnote, the staff quotes Judge Laro's lost opportunity test, discussed above.  

"Reasonable relationship," however, does not describe the full extent of what the judge was saying. He was asking whether the 
tax transaction would be the most efficient way to accomplish the alleged business purpose, given normal commercial practices. 
Judge Laro's lost opportunity standard goes further than the JCT staff would.  

The JCT staff is asking for some business purpose that has something to do with the taxpayer's business. This would only apply 
to portfolio-side transactions for which the taxpayer has no credible business purpose. Since most shelters are portfolio-type 
transactions, it would discriminate in favor of financial intermediaries as shelter customers. We'd be back to Rice's Toyota World.  

Readers, Castle Harbour would be decided exactly the same way under the JCT business purpose test. All the taxpayer did in 
that case was build its tax shelter into its existing business, aircraft leasing, which was itself a tax shelter that had crossed over. 
Coltec and Black & Decker might also be decided the same way. In those cases, the taxpayers did not achieve their alleged 
purposes, but got the courts to believe that they believed that the purposes would be achieved. The business purpose test cannot 
be a test of how many suits the taxpayer's lawyers can put on the stand. "Judges can't peer into people's minds or 'weigh' 
motives," Judge Posner observed in Yosha.  
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